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1. Introduction. We consider a boundary value problem for the equation

(1.1) K(y)Uxx  +   Uyy   =   0

where K(y) is a continuous nondecreasing function with 7<"(0) =0. Particular

cases of (1.1) have been the subject of several investigations. In particular

Darboux [4]('), Tricomi [8], and Cibrario [3] have investigated the case

K(y) =y. Gellerstedt [6] considered the case K(y) =y".

Within the last few years interest in equation (1.1) has been stimulated

by the problems of transsonic flow. The equation of Chaplygin for a two-

dimensional gas flow, when transformed to the hodograph plane, is of the

form (1.1) with K(y) positive for subsonic speeds and negative for supersonic

speeds. In this connection Frankl [5] investigated initial value problems for

an equation of mixed type similar to (1.1). For (1.1) Bers announced an

existence and uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet problem in which the

domain lies in the elliptic portion of the plane but has part of its boundary

on the parabolic line [l]. He solved the Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic

domain with the data prescribed along the parabolic line [2]. Recently

Germain and Bader [7] have announced results similar to those of Bers and

of the author. The similarities are discussed later in this section.

We consider the boundary value problem for a hyperbolic-parabolic

domain in which the data are prescribed along one characteristic and the

parabolic line. We prove the following

Theorem 1.1. Let Fo(x), a^x^b, and Go(x), (a + ô)/2 =* = &, be functions

possessing continuous fourth derivatives with Fo(b) =Go(b). Let y = h(x) be the

equation of the characteristic curve of (1.1) passing through the point (b, 0) having

positive slope. Then there exists a unique twice continuously differentiable solu-

tion u(x, y) of equation (1.1) in the curvilinear triangular domain bounded by

the segment of the x-axis a^x^b, the characteristic y = h(x), and the sym-

metrical characteristic through the point (a, 0) which satisfies the conditions

u(x, 0) = Fo(x), a^x^b, u[x, h(x)]=Go(x), (a + o)/2^x^ô. In this domain

(1.2) ■  | u(x, y)\ ^ Mo + 4 | y\ MVM2

where il70 = max (¡T^x)!, |G0(x)|), ¥, = max (|F0'(x)|, \GÔ(x)\), and M2

= max (-K(y))1'2.
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Germain and Bader considered, as did Bers, the Cauchy problem for (1.1)

with the given data along the parabolic line; they also treated the boundary

value problem as stated in Theorem 1.1. However in both problems Germain

and Bader impose the additional condition K(y) = 0(|y| ) as y—>0.

The Tricomi problem for equation (1.1) is one in which boundary values

are assigned along one characteristic and along an arc in the elliptic portion

of the plane one of whose end points meets the given characteristic on the

parabolic line and whose other end point also lies on the parabolic line.

Theorem 1.1 deals with a limiting case of the Tricomi problem in which the

arc in the elliptic portion of the plane reduces to a segment along the para-

bolic line.

2. The step-function case. We consider in this section the equation

(2.1) K*(y)uxx + uyv = 0

where K*(y) is a nondecreasing step-function with m steps:

2

K*(y) = — Xi,      yt £ y < y<-u       i = l. 2, • • • , m.

We suppose that Xi>0, yo = 0, ym = c<0. Let y = hi(x) and y = h2(x) be the

equations of the characteristics through the points (a, 0) and (b, 0) respec-

tively which meet at the point (a/2 + ô/2, c). These characteristics are of

course polygonal arcs. Let D(a, b) designate the domain bounded by hi(x),

hi(x), and the interval (a, b) along the x-axis. Without loss of generality we

select the interval (a, b) to be the interval (0, 2). Noting the fact that (2.1)

reduces to the one-dimensional wave equation in each of the strips, we may

represent a solution u(x, y) in the form

(2.2) u(x, y) = fi(x + hy) + gi(x - Ky)

for the strip y,^y^ys_i, i=\, 2, • ■ ■ , m. A solution of (2.1) is defined as any

function satisfying (2.1) for y^yt which in 7J>(0, 2) has continuous partial

derivatives of the second order, except at the boundaries of the m strips

where only the partial derivatives of the first order are required to be con-

tinuous.

A weak solution of (2.1) is defined as any function u(x, y) which has the

form (2.2) in each of the m strips and which on the boundaries of the strips

satisfies the conditions

X,-f-l  +   A, A¿-{-l A£

fi+i(x + Xí+iy) = —-/,•(* + X¿y¿) -I-—-gi(x - Xfy<).

(2.3) ¿+1 í+1
A¿+i — A¿ At+i ~t~ A¿

gi+l(x - Xf+1yf) = ——-fi(x + X.y,) -|-—-g((x - X.-y,-)
2Xt--t-i 2X¿4_i

for i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m — l. From equations (2.3) it follows at once that if each

of the functions /,-(*+X¿y), g%(x— \iy), ¿=1, 2, • • • , m, is continuously dif-
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ferentiable, then u(x, y) will be continuously differentiable throughout

7>(0, 2). If the fi and gt have continuous partial derivatives of the second

order, then a weak solution is a solution.

Lemma 2.1. Let F0(x) be a given differentiable function with F0(2)=0.

Then there exists a unique weak solution u(x, y) of equation (2.1) in 73(0, 2)

satisfying the conditions u(x, 0) = F0(x), 0áxís2, and u[x, h2(x)] =0, 1 5¡xi£2.

For yi^y^O the solution u(x, y) may be represented in the form u(x, y)

=fi(x-\-\iy)-\-gi(x—\iy), and the functions fi, gx satisfy the inequalities

i i A« i r i^m

(2.4) | /i(x + Xiy) | ig — M, \ gl(x - Xiy) | ^ - M,
Al Xl

JT = max |Fo(x)|, 0^x^2.

Pz

Fig. 1

Proof. The existence and uniqueness will be established by constructing

the solution. We proceed by induction. However, to make the process clear

the case for three strips (m = 3) will first be worked out in detail. Following

this we give the induction proof.

Let 4i denote the triangle PoPiQo (see Fig. 1 in which all lines drawn

which are not parallel to the x-axis are characteristics). In general we shall

denote the maximum of the absolute value of a function <p in an area 4 by

\4>\a- In 4i we have as the solution of (2.1) a function u(x, y) of the form

/i(x+Xiy)+gi(x — Xiy). For yi^y^O the characteristic h2(x) is the straight

line x —Xiy = 2. Since u[x, A2(x)] =0 we have, if we select gi(2) =0, /i(2x —2)

= 0 along Ä2(x). Therefore/i(x+Xiy) =0 in A\. Thus u(x, y) is reduced to the
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form g\(x — \\y) in A\. From the condition u(x, 0)=Fo(x) we see that gi(x)

= Fo(x), 2 + 2Xiyi^x^2. Hence the existence of u(x, y) is established

throughout 4i and we note that |gi| aiÚM. Since gi is a function of x—\±y

its definition is immediately extended to the triangle 42:PiÇoÇi and we have

| gi | a2 ü A7. We proceed now to the triangle Bi'.PiPiQz. In 7?i the solution

u(x, y) is of the form /2(x+X2y)+g2(x — \2y). By the same reasoning em-

ployed for 4i we know/2(x+X2y) throughout B\. Employing equations (2.3)

and taking into account the fact that fi(x-\-\iy) =0 along the segment P\Qz,

we have along this segment

2Xi
(2.5) gi(x - \iyx) = -——— gi(x - Xij-i),

Ai  +  X2

x2 — Xi
(2.6) 1\(x + Xij-i) =-gi(x - \iyi).

\2 + Xi

Equation (2.5) defines g2(x —X2y) for Bx and (2.6) defines fi(x-\-\\y) for 42.

Thus the solution is determined completely in 4i, A2, and B\. From the fact

that/i is a function of x+Xiy its definition is extended from 42 to ^43:<2o<2i(?2.

In triangle ^43 we have for y = 0, u(x, 0) =/i(x)+gi(x) =F0(x), 2+4Xiyi^x

^2 + 2Xiyi. This determines gi(x) along the segment QoQ2 and hence in .43

and Ai (not shown in Fig. 1). The solution u is now established in Az- From

equation (2.6) we have

h(x) = - -—rr~gi(x - 2\iyi)
\2 + Xi

which implies that

i X2 — Xi .      . X2 — Xi
/i U3 ̂ -1 gi Ui ^ -M.

X2 + Xi X2 + Xi

For the estimate in A3 we find

| gi U ^ I Fo \a,
X2 — Xi .      . / X2 — Xi \

+-Uik^ m[\ +-)
X2 + Xi \ X2 + Xi /

2X2 Xi + X2
M < -M.

Xi + X2 2Xi

Proceeding to the succeeding triangles we have for all triangles in PoPiQzQi

(2.7)

1 X2 — Xi .     . X2 — Xi   X2 + Xi       X2 — Xi
/i \a¡ Ú-— I gi Ut-t = M-= —7,-M>

X2 + Xi X2 + Xi       2Xi 2Xi

X2 + Xi
M.

2Xi
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We now wish to establish the solution and obtain estimates in the triangle

Aí'.QzQaQí- gi(x— Xiy) is established in A¡, from its determination in the

trapezoid P0PiQzQi- Along the segment QzQ¡ we have

2X2 X2 — Xi
(2.8) /i(x + XryO = -—-—Mx + X2yi) - -——--gi(x - \iy/).

X2 + Xi X2 + Xi

To determine /i(x+Xiy) in Ai it is necessary only to obtain /2(x+X2y) in

Bz'-QzQtQi- For this purpose we find g2 and/2 in B2:P2Q3Qo- In B2 the function

g2 is known from its values in B\. Proceeding now to Ci'.P2PzPi we see that

fz(x-\-\zy) =0 and therefore from (2.3)

X3 — X2
(2.9) /2(x + X2y2) =-g2(x - X2y2).

X3 + X2

Hence u(x, y) is determined in B2 and from this /2(x+X2y) is defined in TJ3.

From (2.8) we now have/i(x-f-Xiy) in 4 5. To obtain a bound for/i in 46 we

have from (2.8)

I  x   I I   j-   I ^2 —  ^* I        I
I h k = "—rr~ I n \b3 + -——— I gi k-

X2 -f- Xi A2 -f- Xi

Also, from (2.7) we have \gi\Ai^((ki+'\i)/2\1)M. Combining (2.9) and (2.5)

we get

,  .    X3 — X2 .  .    X3 — X2   2Xi  .  ,
I h \b,  á -——;— I gi |s, á -——r~-—-— I gi \PoPiQzQi,

X3 T X2 X3 -\-  A2 A2 -f- Xl

and taking (2.7) into account we obtain

i     1 X3 — X2
l/.U.á—-r-Jf.

X3 T" X2

These inequalities yield

1     , 2X2       Xa — X2 X2 — Xi   X2 -I- Xi X3 — Xi

|/iUá—-M +-M ^ -M.
X2 —|— Xi   X3 —|— X2 X2 -\- Xi       2Xi 2Xi

Continuing in this way we obtain the solution throughout the parallelogram:

QiQzPbPo, and in this parallelogram we have the bounds

¡i       X3 — Xi X3 i,        X3 -\- Xi X3
(2.10) I /11 g-M ¿ — M,        I gi I ̂  -M ^ — M.

2Xi Xi 2Xi Xi

For the general case we suppose that we have established the solution and

the inequalities as shown above for the first n — 1 of the m strips. We wish

to extend the solution and the inequalities to the domain involving the nth
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strip. (See Fig. 2 for which n = 5.) For triangle Fi:5i5253 we have obtained

gi(x+Xiy) from the results for « —1 strips and also the estimate |gi|r!

á(X„-i+Xi)/2Xi. From (2.3) we have along the segment S2S3:

2X2 X2 — Xi
fi(x + Xiyi) = -——— f2(x + X2yi) + -—^rr gi(x - Xiyi).

X2 + X1 x2 + xx

Fig. 2

Since gi is already estimated we must find and estimate only /2(x+X2y)

along S2S3. Noticing that/2(x+X23') along S2Sz is the same as/2(x+X2y) along

SiSt, we have the equation

h(x + X2y2) =
2X3

X3 + X2

and the inequality

\f2\SîSi  è

2X3

x3 + x2

h(x + X3y2)

/3IS4S5 +

x3 — x2

x3 + x2
g2(x — \2yi)

x3 + x2
g2\SiSs-

gi has already been determined and estimated from the n — 1 strip case and

found to be dominated by ((X„_i+X2)/2X2)M. Therefore we must find and

estimate/3(x+X3y) along S4S5. Proceeding in this way we are led to the nth

strip. However, here we have/„(x+Xny) =0. Then from (2.3) we have

fn-l(x + Xn-iyn-l)   =
Xn — X„_i

Xn + Xn-1
gn-l(* — K-iyn-l),
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i  ,       | X„ — X„_i    X„ + X„_i Xn — Xn_i
| /„_! | ^-M = -M.

X„ + Xn_i       2Xn_i 2X„_i

Proceeding now in the other direction we find

2Xn_i
fn-i(x + X„_2;y„-2) =-fn-\(x + Xn_i;y„_2)

X„_i + X„_2

X»_i — x„_2
■ gn-i(x — X„_2;y„-2)

+ Xn_

and

i i 2X„_i      . ,       Xn_i — X„_2. |       X„      X„_2
| fn-2 |   ^  - | /.-I |   + - | gn-2 |   á  —- M.

Xn-1 +  Xn-2 X„_l + Xn_2 2X„_2

Continuing, we finally obtain /i(x+Xiy) and get the inequality

i     i       X„ — Xi
IAIS-5J-*.

This yields the solution  throughout the parallelogram  SiS2R2Ri and  the

estimates

l , Xrc  —   Xl \n i i XB + Xi Xn

I /i I á -M g — M,        I gi I á -M S — M.
2Xi Xi 2Xi Xi

Lemma 2.2. Let Go(x) be a given differentiate function with Go(2) =0. Then

there exists a unique weak solution u(x, y) of equation (2.1) in D(0, 2) satisfying

the conditions u(x, 0) =0, 0^x^2, and u[x, h2(x)] =Go(x), 1 ̂ x^2. For yi^y

^0 the solution u(x, y) may be represented in the form u(x, y) =/i(x+Xi;y)

+gi(x — \\y), and the functions /i(x+Xiy), gi(x —Xr3>) satisfy the inequalities

fA^-M,       \gl\^-M,
Xi Xi

J7 = max |c70(x)|, lá*¿2.

Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 2.1. Referring to Fig. 1 we have in

triangle .4i, u(x, y) =/i(x+Xiy)+gi(x — Xiy). Without loss of generality we

may select gx(2)=0; then/i(2x-2) =G0(x), 2+Xiy^x^2. Thus in Au |/i|

^M. By hypothesis/i(x)+gi(x) =0, 2+2\1yiZix£2, and therefore gi(x— Xry)

and hence u(x, y) is completely determined in .4i. In addition, Igi^á-M"

and consequently | gi | ^2 ̂  AF. Employing (2.3) we find along P\Qz

2X2 Xi — X2
h(x + Xiyi) = -—~—f2(x + X2yi) + -——— gi(x - \iyi)

X2 + Xi Xi + x2
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where we have taken u(x, y) to be of the form/2(x+X2y)-fg2(x —X2y) in the

second strip. The function /2(x+X2y) is determined in Bi by Go(x) and hence

\h\BíúM. Thus

i i ¿A2 A2  —  Al A2

| /i U á —;-■ M +-M g — M.   .
X2 + Xi X2 -f- Xi Xi

Again employing the relation fi(x)+gi(x) =0, we find |gi| a^Xî-M/Xi,

|gi| A4 = X2lf/Xi, and therefore

■     i 2X2 X2 — Xi   X2 X2
| /i k =-TV M +-M = ~~ M-

X2 + Xi X2 + Xi   Xi Xi

Thus we have in the trapezoid P0PiQzQt

i     i       X2 i     i       X2
Ui| ^ -M,        \fi\£-M.

Ai Xi

To continue the process we determine g2(x— X2y) in Bi from the relation

2Xi X2 — Xi
g2(x - X2yx) = -——— gi(x - Xiyi) + -——— f2(x + X2yi)

X2 + Xi X2 -+- Xi

and we get the estimate

2X2 X2 — Xi X2
M H-M g —M

X2 T Ai X2 -p Xi X

which is valid in Bi and consequently in Tî2. In Ci we take u(x, y) =fz(xJr\zy)

+g¡(x—X3y) and since /3(x+X3y) =G0(x) along the characteristic P2P3,

/3(x+X3y) is defined throughout G; also l/sld^AT. The definition of

gi(x— Xiy) is extended to 46 from its definition in the trapezoid P0Pi<23<34;

therefore | gi| a6^X2M/Xi. To estimate /i in At we must estimate/2(x+X2y)

along QzQb and employ (2.8). For this purpose we use the relation

2X3 X3 — X2
/2(x + X2y2) =       fz(x + X3y2)-g2(x — X2y2)

X3 + X2 X3 -f- X2

which is valid in B2. We now have the estimate for/i in At,:

.     . C    2X2     r    2X3 X3 - X2   X2"l       X2 - Xi   X2)

|/i|a. ^   \--+-+-\M.
\ X2 -f- Xi L X3 -\- X2       X3 -\- X2   XiJ       X2 + Xi   Xi/

From this it is easily verified that |/i| ii,^X3M/Xi. The argument for the

general case then proceeds as in Lemma 2.1.

Because of the linearity of the problem Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 may be com-

bined in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Let F0(x), 0^x^2, Go(x), l^x^2, be differentiable functions

with Fo(2) =Go(2). Then there exists a unique weak solution of equation (2.1) in

D(0, 2) satisfying the conditions u(x, 0)=F0(x), 0^x^2, u[x, h2(x)]=Go(x),

1 gx^2. In the strip yi^y^O, u(x, y) may be represented in the form u(x, y)

=/i(x+Xiy)+gi(x —Xiy) and in this strip f\ and gx satisfy the inequalities

i     i      2Xm .      2Xm
\h\£—M,        | gi | ^ —■ M,

Xi Xi

M=max(|Fo(x)|, |C70(x)|).

The following lemmas yield estimates for the derivative of the functions

/i(x+Xry) and gi(x — Xiy). This is accomplished by noticing that if u(x, y)

satisfies (2.1), then ux(x, y) also satisfies the same equation. By observing

the nature of the boundary values of ux(x, y) we can employ the above

lemmas to estimate the functions /i.(x+Xiy) and gí\(x—Xiy).

Lemma 2.4. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 hold and let F0(x), 0i=x^2,

be twice differ entiable. Then, in the strip yi^y^O, //,(x+Xiy) and gi'.(x —Xry)

satisfy the inequalities

fl\S—M',       \gi\u~M',
Xi Xi

M' = max |Fo',(x)|, 0gx^2.

Proof. By hypothesis u(x, 0) = Fo(x), 0^x^2, where u(x, y) is the solu-

tion given by Lemma 2.1. Hence we have ux(x, 0) =F0',(x), 0^x^2. Along

the characteristic Ä2(x) we have the relation ux[x, h2(x)]=g{.(2), lgx^2.

To see this we note that ux(x, 0) —f{ ,(x)+gi' (x). However (see Fig. 1) we

have /i'(x)=0 in A\ and hence ux(2, 0)—g{(2). Therefore along P0Fi, ux

= gi'.(2) =const. At Pi we have g{ —g{ since both // (x+Xiy) and/2'(x+X2y)

vanish at Pi. Thus wx[x, h2(x)] = const. =gi (2), 1 ^x^2. Since u(x,y) satisfies

the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and F0(x) is twice difierentiable, ux(x, y) will

satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.3 with the boundary values F0',(x),

0^x^2, along y = 0 and with the value F0' (2) along the characteristic h2(x).

Therefore (2.12) holds.

Lemma 2.5. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 hold and let Go(x), 1 gx^2,

be twice differ entiable. Then in the strip yi^y^O, // (x+Xry) and gl(x—Xiy)

satisfy the inequalities

// | á — M',        I gi' I ̂  — M',
Xi Xi

Af' = max |G0'(x)|, 1^x^2.

Proof. By hypothesis we have u(x, 0)=0, 0^x^2; hence ux(x, 0)=0,
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0^x^2. Along the characteristic A2(x) we have

(2.14) ux[x,h2(x)]=—G¿(x)-Go'(2), 1 á * á 2.

This last relation may be shown in the following way. In 4i (Fig. 1) we

have «»(2, 0) =//,(2) +g{,(2) = 0. Hencef{(2) = -gi',(2),/i(2x-2) = G0(x), and

/i" (2x —2) =Go'(x)/2. Since in Ax we have ux(x, y) =f{ (x+\iy)+g{ (x — Xiy)

and ux[x, h2(x)]=f{(2x-2)+g{(2), then ux[x, h2(x)] = Go',(x)/2-G0'(2)/2.

Along PiÇi we find f{ (x+Xiyi)+gi (x-XiyO =/2'.(x+X2yi)-rg2'(x-X2yi). In

particular, at Px we have f{ (2 + 2Xtyi) =G0',(2+Xiyi)/2 and/2'(2+Xiyi+X2yi)

= G0' (2+Xiyi)/2. Thus g2' (2+Xiyi-X2yi) =g{ (2) and we see that (2.14) holds

along PiP2. Continuing in this way we see that (2.14) holds along the entire

characteristic h2(x). Therefore ux(x, y) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2

and we get the inequalities (2.13).

With the aid of the results of Bers for the Cauchy problem for equation

(1.1) the above lemmas yield bounds for the solution u(x, y) in the domain

7>(0, 2). We first state a theorem of Bers [2, p. 31].

Theorem 2.1. 7,e¿ r(x) and v(x) be twice continuously differentiable func-

tions defined for 0 íáx is 2. Then there exists a unique solution u(x, y) of equation

(1.1) in D(0, 2) satisfying the initial conditions u(x, 0) =r(x), uy(x, 0)=v(x),

0^x^2. In D(0, 2), u(x, y) satisfies the inequalities

| u(x, y)\ST + \y\N, \ uv(x, y)\ ^ AT' + BN'

where A=A(y) = (-K(y)yi2, B=B(x, y)=x-a+\y\A(y), P = max |t(x)|,

and N = max \v(x)\, T' = max |t'(x)| , N' = max \v'(x)\.

Theorem 2.1 applies equally well to equation (2.1).

Lemma 2.6. 7,e¿ the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 hold, and suppose that

Fo(x) and Go(x) possess two continuous derivatives. Then in D(0, 2) the solution

u(x, y) of equation (2.1) satisfies the inequality

(2.15) \u(x,y)\^Mo + 4\m\y\Mi,

where J7o = max (|F0(#)|. |Go(x)|) and 17i = max (|Po'(^)|, |G0'(x)|).

Proof. From the lemmas already proved we have in the strip yi^y^O

| fi(x + Xiy) | ^ -— M„, | gi(x - Xiy) | £-M0,
Xi Xi

, i        ^Xm i .        ^Xm

I fl (x + Xiy) | á —• Mu        I gi (x - Xiy) | á —- M i.
Xi Xi

Differentiation with respect to y in the first strip yields

Uy(x, y) = Xi/i (x + Xiy) - \ig{ (x - Xiy).
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Thus, for y = 0

I uv(x, 0) I g Xi I fl (x) | + X! | gi (x) | ^ 4XmA71.

Employing Theorem 2.1, we obtain (2.15) immediately.

3. The general case. To prove Theorem 1.1 we consider, in place of

equation (1.1), the system of equations

(3.1) vx = uy,       vy = — K(y)ux.

Itis clear thatif u(x, y) isasolution of (3.1) which possesses continuous partial

derivatives of the second order throughout D(0, 2), then u(x, y) will also

satisfy equation (1.1). The system (3.1) implies that

(3.2) I  vdx — Kudy = 0, I  udx + vdy = 0
J c                                        Jc

for every closed curve C in D(Q, 2).

Lemma 3.1. Let K(y), c^y^O, be a continuous nondecreasing function of

y. Let Kn(y) be a sequence of negative nondecreasing step-functions, each with a

finite number of steps, which converges uniformly to K(y), c^y^O. Let F0(x)

and Go(x) be functions with continuous third derivatives. Let un(x, y) be the

solution of

(3.3) Kn(y)uxx + tiyy = 0

satisfying the boundary conditions un(x, 0) = F0(x), 0 5=x^2, un[x, hn(x)]

= Go(x), 1 Í=xíí2, where y = hn(x) is the equation of the characteristic of positive

slope passing through the point (2, 0). Then

<— un(x, y)>      , n = 1, 2, ■ • • ,
\dy )   y=0

is an equi continuous sequence of functions.

Proof. Set 7„(x) = {dun(x, y)/dy]y=o- From Lemma 2.6 we have | 7n(x)|

¿4max | Kn(y)\ Mu Ü7i = max (| F0' (x)|, | Go (x)| ). Sinceôtt„(x, y)/dxsatisfies

(3.3) we have, by applying Lemma 2.6 to the function dun(x, y)/dx,

I 5 Fd "Il
—   —un(x, y) ^ 4 max  | Kn(y) \ -M2

\dy\_dx J |y_0

where M2 = max ( | F0"(x) |, | G¡,'(x) \ ). However

I d [~d si I
—   — «„(*, y) = /„(*)

\dy\_dx J\y=o

and hence {jn(x)\ and {/„'(x)} are uniformly bounded continuous se-

quences.
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From the equicontinuous sequence of functions obtained in Lemma 3.1

we may select a subsequence 77„(x) which converges uniformly to a function

77(x), 0^x^2.

Lemma 3.2. Let Fo(x), 77„(x), w = l, 2, • • • , be continuous functions such

that 77„(x)—>77(x) uniformly, 0^x^2. Let K(y), Kn(y) be defined as in

Lemma 3.1. Then (1) for each n there exists a unique solution un(x, y) of (3.1)

such that m„(x, 0)=F0(x), du„(x, 0)/ây = 77„(x). (2) The sequence un(x, y)

converges uniformly in 7>(0, 2) to a continuous function u(x, y). (3) u(x, y)

satisfies the system (3.1) with the initial conditions u(x, 0) = F0(x), uy(x, 0)

= H(x), 0^x^2. (4) u(x, y) is uniquely determined by (3).

This lemma is a modification of a lemma of Bers [2, p. 38]. The modifica-

tion occurs in replacing 77(x) by a uniformly convergent sequence Hn(x).

However in the proof given in [2], 77(x) is approximated for each « by a

polynomial of fixed degree N. Hence the approximation of each 77„(x) by a

polynomial of degree N in such a way that the sequence of polynomials con-

verges uniformly to 77(x) allows the use of the same proof as that given by

Bers.

Combining Lemmas 2.6, 3.1, and 3.2 we see that, given the two func-

tions Fo(x), Go(x) of Theorem 1.1, a function u(x, y) is obtained which satis-

fies the system (3.1), the conditions u(x, 0) = F0(x), uy(x, 0) =77(x), and the

bound (1.2). We still must show that u(x, y) satisfies (1.1), that u[x, h(x)]

= Go(x), and that u(x, y) is uniquely determined by (1.1) and the boundary

conditions.

Lemma 3.3. Let F0(x) and Go(x) be defined as in Theorem 1.1. Then the

function u(x, y) obtained by application of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 satisfies equa-

tion (1.1).

Proof. From the lemmas of §2 we note that the functions {77„(x)} possess

as many derivatives as F0(x) and Go(x). If we apply Lemma 3.1 for the

functions F0(x) and G0(x) we shall obtain, by selecting a subsequence of the

77„(x), a sequence, say Ln(x), such that it and its first two derivatives con-

verge uniformly. We shall obtain a function U*(x, y) which satisfies the

system (3.1) and the conditions U*(x, 0)=F0"(x), U*(x, 0)=i70"(x). The

function Z7*(x, y) will define, except for a constant, a function V*(x, y). We

define the functions

Ui*(x, y) =  f        U*dx + V*dy,       V?(x, y) =   f        V*dx - KU*dy,

which because of (3.2) are independent of the path. The functions U*(x, y),

V*(x, y) will again satisfy (3.1) and U*(x, y) will satisfy the conditions

U?(x, 0) = Fo'(x), dU1*(x, 0)/dy = H'(x). Further, the functions U?, V? will

be differentiable. We repeat this process again and obtain a function which is
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twice differentiable and which satisfies the initial values of Lemma 3.2. Hence

this function will satisfy (1.1).

To show that the proper boundary values are assumed we first extend

the definition of F0(x), Go(x) and their derivatives to a slightly larger interval

in such a way that all bounds are at most increased slightly. Thus let FQ(x),

Go(x) be defined in the intervals — €oá#3s2+€o, 1— to^x^2-\-e0, respectively.

Select a sequence (€„} decreasing monotonically to zero and select the se-

quence of step-functions {Kn(y)} so that, for each y, Kn(y) decreases mono-

tonically to K(y). For each n the boundary value problem for the domain

D( — en, 2+6,0 can be solved and a function un(x, y) obtained. A modification

of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 yields a limit function u(x, y) defined in 7?(0, 2) includ-

ing the boundary. Since Go(x) =un[x, h„(x)], we have

| u[x, h(x)] — Go(x) | g | u[x, h(x)] — un[x, h(x)] |

+ | un[x, h(x)] — un[x, hn(x)] \.

However by the convergence of w„ the first term on the right approaches

zero while the second term approaches zero because of the convergence of

the domains. The left side is independent of n and therefore u[x, h(x)]

= Go(x).

To establish the uniqueness we suppose that a solution u(x, y) of (1.1)

exists with vanishing boundary values. Then except for a constant the system

(3.1) defines a function v(x, y). We define the functions

udx + vdy,

vdx — Kudy.

We note that Ui(x, 0) =0. Along the characteristic h(x) we have

dv = vxdx -\- vydy = uydx — Kuxdy

= (-Kyi2uydy + (-Ky2uxdx = (-Ky2du.

Since w = 0 along h(x), we have dv = 0 and v = const. We may select this con-

stant as zero, and then Ui will have vanishing boundary values. We repeat

this process again and obtain a twice differentiable function U2(x, y) with

vanishing boundary values. Let A be a negative quantity and consider the

domain 7A(0, 2) bounded by the characteristics through (0, 0) and (2, 0) and

by the line y = h. If u(x, y) is a solution, then U2(x, y) has continuous partial

derivatives with respect to x of the fourth order. Consider the boundary value

problem for equation (1.1) in the domain Dh(0, 2) with the boundary values:

zero along the right-hand characteristic and U2(x, h) along the line y = h. This

problem may be solved by the methods of §§2 and 3 and we denote the solu-
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tion thus obtained by U*(x, y). Since the bounds obtained in §2 are inde-

pendent of the number of strips, we have for the domain 7>a(0, 2)

| Uh*(x, y) | g M(í + 4 max | K(y) \ ■ | y | )

where Af=max (| U2(x, h)\, \dU2(x, h)/dx\). In 7>Ä(0, 2) equation (1.1) is

hyperbolic and the classical uniqueness theorem applies(2). Hence U2(x, y)

= U*(x, y) throughout Dh(0, 2). Let e>0 be given; we have | U2(x, h)\ <e,

|öc72(x, h)/dx\ <€ for -h<5(e). Thus

| U2(x, y)\ ¿e(l + 4max \K(y)- \y\)

throughout T)/,(0, 2). Since e is arbitrary, U2(x, y) vanishes identically and

hence u(x, y) vanishes.
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